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Light Duty Mesh

Pedestrian Paths   |   D
isabled A

ccess Routes 
Provides a non-slip walkway that is 
cost-effective and quick to install

The extruded mesh design stabilises access 
routes and grass verges by allowing grass to 
grow and intertwine with the filaments

Creates a natuCreates a natural grassed finish  surface with 
excellent traction for improved stability and 
safety

Suitable for temporary and permanent 
applications

An ideal alternative to paved surfaces
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Internationally proven Light Duty Mesh 
delivers strong temporary access for all 
weather and ground conditions.

Light Duty mesh is an extruded plastic mesh for 
the protection and reinforcement of grass and 
turf. The grass reinforcement mesh stabilises the 
grass and enables the grass to intertwine with the 
plastic mesh filaments creating a strong stable 
reinforced grassed surface. The turf protection 
mesh is ideal for pedestrian and light vehicle use 
such as ride-on mowers and golf buggies.such as ride-on mowers and golf buggies.

The grass and lawn reinforcement mesh is availa-
ble in green or black in both light and heavier duty 
grade. This grass mesh is manufactured from 
100% recycled High Density Polyethylene 
(HDPE). 

Can be used in Source Control applications as 
part of Sustainable Urban Drainage System 
(SUDS) and is the perfect alternative to 
impermeable paved surfaces where natural 
grassed traffic routes and driveways are 
preferred and where planning restrictions are 
applied or cost savings are being considered.

Please note that with all plastic products, the Please note that with all plastic products, the 
product can become slippery on damp or wet con-
ditions if used before any grass has grown.

Material:

Dimensions:

Depth:

Weight per sq m:

Colours:

Tensile Strength:

Yield Yield Point Elongation (MD): 40%

100% recycled HDPE 

6’6” x 98’4” 

0’12”

1.21lbs or 1.45lbs 

Green or Black

550g = 5.9/7.1 or 660g = 6.2/7.5

2m x 30m

3mm

550g or 660g


